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Since 2020, we’ve collaborated with FAT Brands to 

produce furniture for their Fatburger and Buffalo’s 

Express locations. Fatburger’s interiors combine 

nostalgic elements like neon signage, checkerboard 

flooring, and stainless steel with modern industrial 

seating for a unique take on the “diner” aesthetic. 

American White Oak in our Lightly Toasted finish 

warms up the space and gives it a cohesive look.
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“We chose to work with Crow 

Works due to the quality and 

craftsmanship of their products. 

I appreciate their accurate and 

transparent lead times and that 

products are never out of stock 

since they’re made to order. 

I’ve found the Crow Works team 

to be very harmonized; each 

department works together 

smoothly from start to finish.”

 

– MANAGER OF RESTAURANT 

DESIGN, FAT BRANDS
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SEATING

Fatburger chose to use some of our more industrial style seating, including the One Ton Stool and the M1 

Machine Bench. These products help to give the nostalgic interior elements a bit of an “edge” and pairs well 

with their modern diner aesthetic.

ONE TON
DINING STOOL

ONE TON
BAR STOOL

M1 MACHINE BENCH
WILMOT BANQUETTE

W/ UPHOLSTERED SEAT
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https://www.crowworks.com/product/one-ton-dining-chair-back/
https://www.crowworks.com/product/one-ton-bar-stool-with-back/
https://www.crowworks.com/product/m1-machine-bench/
https://www.crowworks.com/product/wilmot-banquette-upholstered/
https://www.crowworks.com/
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TABLES

Our X-Base and T-Base tables have been a longtime favorite for many of our clients. Their simple design 

allows for great versatility and they blend in with many design styles.

22”W X-BASE  
DINING TABLE

22”W X-BASE  
BAR TABLE

30”W X-BASE  
DINING TABLE
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https://www.crowworks.com/product/22-welded-x-dining-table/
https://www.crowworks.com/product/welded-x-bar-table/
https://www.crowworks.com/product/22w-t-base-dining-table/
https://www.crowworks.com/
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LIGHTLY TOASTED 
American White Oak

GRAPHITE | Metal SIGNAL RED | Metal DARK KNIGHT | Ultraleather Pro

MATERIALS & FINISHES

WOOD

Our products are crafted from American White Oak, American Black Walnut, and American Hard Maple. 

These quintessential hardwoods are considered among the most durable. They are finished with a durable, 

UV-resistant, matte top coat. Our region is net positive in tree harvesting and we take care in our sourcing to 

see that nothing goes to waste. As part of our commitment to sustainability, we initiated our “Tree for Every 

Top” program in 2021. For every tabletop we sell, we plant a sapling in our community as an investment in 

the environment.

METAL

Our metal products are powder coated, creating a 

long-lasting and durable finish. 

TEXTILES

Ultraleather® Pro has optimal durability, protection, 

and ease of care attributes. This textile is known as 

the softest in its class and is infused with comfort 

and power combined.
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We’d love to quote your next project. For pricing and 
more information, contact sales@crowworks.com.

LET’S CREATE
INSPIRING 

SPACES TOGETHER

@crowworks

mailto:sales%40crowworks.com?subject=Outdoor%20Inquiry
https://www.instagram.com/crowworks/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/crow-works/
https://www.pinterest.com/crowworks/

